Development of a whole-cell biosensor by cell surface display of a gold-binding polypeptide on the gold surface.
Cell surface display was used as a strategy to display the gold-binding polypeptide (GBP) fusion protein on the surface of Escherichia coli, and consequently to immobilize the cells on the gold surface. The DNA encoding the GBP was fused to the truncated fadL gene and was expressed by the tac promoter. For the display of the core streptavidin (cSA) of Streptomyces avidinii, the cSA gene was fused to the truncated oprF gene. After the dual display of FadL-GBP and OprF-cSA on the surface of E. coli, binding of cells on the gold surface and the interaction of OprF-cSA with the biotin-horseradish peroxidase (HRP) were studied by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis. Cells displaying the FadL-GBP fusion protein could be immobilized on the SPR sensor chip as shown by the SPR angle shift of 0.5 degrees , which was stably bound at least for 60 h with a washing solution. When the FadL-GBP and OprF-cSA fusion proteins were displayed on the same cell surface, the former was used to immobilize the cells on the gold surface and the latter was used for the interaction studies with the biotin-HRP, which demonstrates that the strategy should be useful for developing whole-cell biosensor chips.